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Some years ago, on my first ever Skype call, I was introducing an SPRC
committee in Maine to their new pastor who was in North Carolina. I projected
my computer screen onto a larger screen so they could see her. Everyone
looked at the screen and they were doing their best to make eye contact with the
picture on the screen. They were smiling, heads nodding and giving many of
those positive body language messages that are an important part of a conversation.
However, all she could see was me sitting in front of the screen on my
laptop. I realized that I needed to mirror or reflect the visible feedback they
were giving to her. Technology helped us to do some important work that night,
but it also had its limitations. Now it seems that most of my encounters with
people are by Zoom. I’m grateful for that technology, but I’m also aware of its
limitations.
Today, I’m thinking about something else that has become part of our
lives as we try to keep each other safe. When we go out of the house, we put on
a mask. Some of the masks are becoming extensions of our personalities, statements about our feelings or fashion statements. Some are simply an aid during
these times.
Like that Skype introduction years ago, masks also hide some of the
nonverbal feedback and communication cues we are giving. On more than one
occasion I have realized that someone hasn’t been able to really tell what I was
thinking about something until I said, “you can’t tell but I’m smiling behind this
mask.”
These are difficult times and it is becoming easier to be frustrated about
something that wouldn’t have bothered us under other circumstances. We are
all needing to be more intentional about speaking clearly and paying attention to
others. Recently I came across a prayer that speaks to me and maybe it will
speak to you as well.
“Loving God, so far today I’ve done all right. I haven’t gossiped or lost
my temper. I haven’t been greedy, grumpy, nasty, selfish, or over-indulgent. I’m
very thankful for all that, but in a few minutes, I’m going to get out of bed, and
from then on, I’m probably going to need a lot of help! Amen.”
The author is unknown, but it could be me; it might be you; it could be
the next person you see. It’s a good reminder that we really do need God’s help
with everything we do and the best time to seek that help is before we even get
out of bed in the morning. Smile behind your mask, but let people know you
are smiling. Begin your day by saying good morning to God and asking God to
walk with you throughout your day.
I pray that today we will do the things that bring a smile to the eyes and
hearts of another and to God. Remember that God loves you, and so do I.
Pastor Beverly

Covid-19 and Wesley Church
Where do we stand? What’s next?
When are we going to start worshipping in
our building again?
 What will it look like when we do?
 My friend’s church is worshipping in their
building, why aren’t we?
 Suppose I don’t feel safe coming back to the
building yet, what about me?


These are all important questions and none of them
have easy answers. We have a “re-launch” team of
11 people who have met 3 times so far to discuss
these questions and more. So, what’s happening?
First, it is important to realize that we are all different. We are different ages and we have different
health conditions and family situations. So, what
works for one person will not necessarily work for
someone else. It’s going to be very important for
us to honor each person’s decisions and not try to
second guess anyone or jump to any conclusions.
The easiest question to answer is the last one.


Suppose I don’t feel safe coming back to the
building yet, what about me?

When we come back to in-person worship, we will
continue to provide on-line worship for anyone who
is not able to be with us in person. We received a
grant and donations from several people that are
allowing us to purchase a camera and monitors for
the sanctuary as well as a computer and software to
help make this all go smoothly. We don’t have all of
that yet, but we will soon.

someone who is too close.
Speakers are also advised
that we should be about 16
feet away from the nearest
person, so sermons can be
preached from the pulpit
without a mask.


What about other churches?

We know that there are some churches that are
meeting in person and we hope to be one of them
too, but not until we believe we can do this and be
safe. Many of us are over 65 and are being advised
that we should not be in crowds. The air circulation
in the sanctuary is not ideal and that, in itself, makes
it both more uncomfortable and riskier to gather
together indoors.
Many people are going indoors to stores, most of
which are air conditioned, and in all cases, people
are moving around and not sitting in one place for
a longer period. Sadly, in some places, churches are
also becoming “super-spreaders” and we do not want
to take any chances with that. We love you too much
to take a chance with your health.


What will it look like when we have in-person
worship?

When you come into the building you will be asked
to maintain 6 feet from anyone not in your immediate family. Spaces will be marked off for safe seating
that will keep you 6 feet apart from the nearest person. That will probably look something like, one
person on each end of a pew and then one person in
the middle of the pew in front of that. People who
When we offer in-person worship, it will be a hybrid live together may sit together and we’ll try to take
service combining some things like the sermon, and that into account in spacing out seating.
some parts taking place in the sanctuary and some
other parts (especially any singing of hymns) being You will immediately notice that there are no teddy
bears in the pews and no hymnals or Bibles. They
pre-recorded and
have all been put away because that is the safest
viewed on our monitors. This is important thing to do right now. Teddy bears will still be
because the best infor- available if you want to give one to someone but
right now, they can’t be in the pews.
mation we currently
have is that singing
propels droplets a good Because we want to keep everyone safe, there will
distance and can infect not be any hugging or hand shaking. (I know we

Continued on next page
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will start to make it possible for
a couple of people to attend the
will all miss that.) When the service is over, people
in-person version. The first
will be asked to leave beginning in the back of the
people would likely be those
sanctuary and to immediately leave the building.
who do not have internet or a
No coffee time, no fellowship time sitting across from way to watch and participate
each other, no small group conversation.
in our current service. If that
describes you, and you would
 What else will happen when I come to inlike to be one of the people able
person worship?
to come back with no more than 10 people in the
sanctuary, please let Kristen in the office know that.
If you are at all sick, or think you might be, please
stay at home. We will make note of everyone who
When we get a little more comfortable with that,
attends so that we have the information in the unfor- and when the weather starts to cool off a little, we
tunate case of needing to do any contact tracing.
expect that we will be able to open the doors for more
We are working out the best way to do that. You
people to worship in-person. We will likely not have
will not open the door. It will either be propped open Sunday School but children will be able to sit with
or an usher wearing gloves will open it for you.
their parents.
Continued from previous page

There will be hand sanitizer available and you are
encouraged to use it. You will wear a mask. If there
is a medical reason why you cannot wear one, we will
want you to make that known to us ahead of time so
that we can have a place for you to sit that will be
safest for you and for others. If you forget your mask
– don’t worry. We have a supply of one-time use
masks that we will give you.
We will not pass the offering plate. The offering
plate will be in one location and we would encourage
you to put your offering in the plate before the service begins. More information as we work out the
details.


So, when will we start worshipping in-person?

This is still one of the biggest questions. Pastor
Beverly is recording from the sanctuary. Jim is recording his prelude and postlude
from the sanctuary at a different
time. As we get the camera and
other equipment set up we hope to
be able to move to a combination
of live and pre-recorded segments,
with the whole service being livestreamed to Facebook and recorded to go on our website.
When we are at that point, we
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What about communion?

We are still discussing this. For now, Pastor Beverly
will continue to make communion available outdoors
at the church on our normal communion Sundays.
We are using individual packets for this with the
wafer and juice pre-packaged.
We are still exploring the best methods for communion in the sanctuary. For the long-term foreseeable
future, we will likely be using individual plastic disposable cups. Again, more information will be coming on this.


Questions?

We all have lots of questions and we will continue
to work with them. If you have specific questions,
please contact Pastor Beverly or anyone on the relaunch team. We will be following the process of this
pandemic and we hope that we will not have to stop
in-person worship, but we will do so if the medical
and government authorities advise to do so, or if we
believe that is in the best interest of our congregation. We will do everything we can to cooperate with
authorities and we will always seek to do what we
believe God would want us to do to take care of all
people.
Your Covid-19 Re-launch Team
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Lay Leader Notes
Dear Friends,
Books, books and more books found their way into
my hands during this hot summer. Our central air
died and finding an HVAC person was a bit of a
challenge. Oh to be living the good old days. Guess
I got one of my wishes so be careful what you wish
for. Luckily we found a hidden treasure in the attic;
it cooled the first floor quite nicely while we both
worked at home. We are now back to enjoying one
of life’s luxuries!

decided to sit with her. It still breaks my heart today
as I recall being told I was sitting at the wrong table. This was 1984 and I thought segregation was a
thing of the past. I was wrong then and wrong today
as it still exists, silently, although protesters and book
writers have raised an awareness. If we are to rise
above this and understand racism, Robin’s book is
recommended. Trust me, it’s not an easy read nor is it
Roadmap to Renewal, White Fragility, Part-time is
warm and fuzzy but worth the investment for positive
Plenty, Too Much and Never Enough, and The Book
and much needed change in our country and it begins
of Longings are all the books I’ve been reading.
with me and you. Consider joining the weekly book
Three were recommended by the Next Chapter/Future
discussions as we learn together.
Possibilities meetings and one by a dear friend. The
one that struck a nerve in me and caused me to take a Oh how I wish we could have a fellowship time IN
deeper look at myself was White Fragility by Robin
PERSON with coffee, tea and sweet treats and just be
DiAngelo. While I consider myself to be comfortable together to discuss life’s challenges rather than anotharound most people, I am not one to bring up or talk
er ZOOM meeting. I’m zoomed out right about now
about racism and social injustice yet strongly feel the and long for the day when I can hug whoever I want,
need for more open dialogue among friends and
when and where ever I want and not have to worry
congregation. It’s not an easy topic; I haven’t finished about catching anything but love and kindness!
the book yet but find myself more aware of the social
issues I had been blind to.
Yes, I am grateful for modern technology, but I do
long for the good old days of being together. See you
Back in 1984, Paul and I moved to VA. I worked at a soon.
very large agency and met lots of wonderful people in
the lunch room. I quickly became friends with many Love and peace my friends,
and one day found myself chatting with Audrey and
Lynne, Lay Leader

Meaningful Conversations About Race Group Study
The links or articles for the four session group were sent in a *This week at Wesley* email. Sessions 1
& 3 are PDF articles. Sessions 2 & 4 are videos. If you’d like them sent to you, let the church office
know. Whether attending the group or not, these are valuable articles and videos to watch at your
convenience. If attending the group conversation, please make every effort to read the article or watch
the video before the discussion session.
If you are not planning to attend the discussion group but will be reading the articles and watching the videos, would you please let us know so that we have an idea
of how many people have chosen to take advantage of this resource. Thank you.
All sessions are at 7 pm on Zoom. Contact the office for the link.
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All for One & One for All
Covid-19 has impacted Wesley Church in various ways, but as we enter the fall, we give a
sigh and wonder how the lack of a Bazaar will impact our finances. The fall usually brings
a new church season, with new hopes and possibilities. The Bazaar, as our main
fundraiser, typically fills the gap to end the year meeting our financial goals:
-

Meet all expenses 100%
Pay all Conference Mission Shares 100%
Give back to the community in some way
Enter the new year with reserve for anticipated needs
through the spring

No Christmas on the Hill makes meeting these goals
a greater challenge. I’m grateful for the ways many
people have supported our Ministry during the
pandemic, given beyond the pledge towards the
technology upgrades to allow us to maintain an online
presence, provided for the Northern RI Food Pantry
and Community Outreach Meals, and have continued
to give of themselves in many ways.
Now is the time to be bold in dreaming. Now is the time to imagine what can be, and
make it a reality. How can you help? The finance committee is in need of your ideas, and
your help! What additional fundraising efforts can be started to bridge the gap? So far
we’ve considered:
- Restaurant fundraising, we eat, they pay!
- A fall Scrip drive. A new RaiseRight app is available to purchase gift cards!
- A virtual Bazaar to sell the craft items already created online!
We are moving forward with a soft-goods and clothing drive for Savers! This has happened
in past years with left over yard sale items, and it’s a great fundraiser on its own. See more
details on page 8 in this newsletter! What other ways can you imagine? What other ways
would you participate in making it successful? In what other ways can we ensure that we
meet our goals this year, and prepare
for 2021? God calls us to use the gifts
we’ve been given, with a gracious heart
and open mind. We can do this,
together, all for one, one for all!
Feel free to email the office at
info@wesley-umc.org with your ideas!

Celebrating Our 53rd Year in Lincoln!
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Greetings,

Next
Chapter
News

The Next Chapter Team
has continued our work to
further develop a roadmap
for our combined future as
Wesley UMC. We use the
word “our” very intentionally, as the future of Wesley
UMC is about all of us, growing in our faith together and
shining as a beacon of God’s
love for the world.

By the time you read this,
we will have held a congregational zoom meeting where the Next Chapter
Team shared the mostly completed MAP (Ministry
Action Plan) developed over the past six months
and informed by years of discussions and thinking
across many groups within the church. For those
who might not have been able to participate in that
meeting we offer a brief summary of what was presented here. (Unfortunately, publishing deadlines
mean we can’t share any new contributions offered
through the congregational meeting, though rest
assured those will be integrated into the MAP.)
Wesley UMC Ministry Action Plan (MAP)
Vision: Wesley Church serves as a source of comfort and strength for everyone seeking to grow
in their Christian journey, so that everyone feels
welcomed, included, and part of a community
with purpose.
Mission: A radically inclusive community, rooted
in God, growing in the Spirit, sharing the love of
Christ, to bring justice to the world.





Deepen the connections to our local community
Address the food insecurity in our local community, feeding people body and soul
Fulfill our commitments to the United Methodist Church connectional system supporting
clergy supports, new church starts and global
missions

Activities we envision the church undertaking in
this new future include:









Regular bible/prayer/film/music study groups
Young adult group
Reaching new residents of the nearby mill
development
Regular family programming (for all ages) with
food that is free for all in the community
Continued support of the Northern RI Food
Pantry and meals for community service
organizations (efforts begun during the past
few months)
Program series for broader community on
inclusion of LGBTQ+ community, anti-racist
approaches, etc
Regular fellowship events for the congregation
(that don’t center around fundraising)

There are places for everyone to contribute. The
MAP is not complete because we want everyone
to find a place for themselves within the future of
Wesley. It will take all of us actively participating
in the ministry of the church to make this vision a
reality. Jesus calls us all to be disciples, to be minsters of the church. That is the future we are growing toward at Wesley.
Moving Forward

The development of this MAP is a very conscious
shift to a future for Wesley where everyone can
Key goals include:
contribute their gifts (whatever they may be) to the
ministry of the church. It is daring to think differ Create and sustain a program structure that
ently about how the church IS the church – to each
supports faith development for all, no matter
other, in partnership with the broader community,
where they are today
 Provide both in-person and online worship that and in the world. It also leads us down a path that
is much less pastor dependent than Wesley, like
is authentic to Wesley and continually grows
many other churches, has been for much of its histhe number of people engaged
tory. Wesley already has many gifted lay leaders
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serving in a variety of roles within its congregation,
so this future is not difficult to imagine. We imagine there are many others among the congregation
with gifts to share that they simply haven’t recognized yet or haven’t seen as needed by the church.

These conversations are
ongoing, and no final
decisions have been made.
Everyone within Wesley
needs to have an opportunity to be in discussion, pray
about our future direction,
and let God lead us in how
he wants Wesley UMC to
move forward.

That realization has led both the Next Chapter
Team and the Staff Parish Relations Committee
(SPRC) to have conversations exploring what it
might look like for Wesley to have a less than
full-time pastor. Many within those groups have
read the book Part-Time is Plenty: Thriving Without We look forward to continuing the conversations
Full-Time Clergy by G. Jeffrey MacDonald, which
and prayerfully mapping our path forward with all
provides positive examples of churches thriving
of the Wesley church family.
and growing in their ministry through shifting
how they allocate their resources.

Dear Friends,
I’m so excited for you to meet my two new friends! Their names are Grace and Faith. I’m sure you
can tell by our picture that were all so alike! I was so surprised when I first met them to find other
lambs here.
We’re very lucky that we’ve been able to spend lots of time together - because sheep can’t get Covid19. I know how hard it is when we can’t be with our family and friends. I’ve been the only lamb here
for a long time, so even if it’s not exactly the same, it sure feels the same.
You have all been so welcoming and supportive, we’ve grown close and I love being a part of Wesley.
But being with others so much like me makes such a difference. They understand how I feel and I
understand how they feel. I hope you can find room in your hearts, and here at Wesley, for my new
friends Faith and Grace.
I love that I get to learn more about Faith and Grace every day.
They have so many stories to tell, so many lessons to teach me.
I want to share those with you, and hopefully you’ll be able to
share stories about Faith and Grace too.
I’m so glad to have Faith and Grace in my life. They are both
truly gifts from God.
In faith,
JC Lamb

Celebrating Our 53rd Year in Lincoln!
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Fall Soft Goods Fund Drive
We are having a fund drive for soft goods this fall. We will be collecting soft goods, which includes
clothes, blankets, sheets and towels. Please have your items in plastic garbage bags. You can
enter through the Sanctuary doors as items will be placed in the music room. If you have any questions, please contact the church office.
You may bring these items into the church on the following dates:
Saturday, September 19th from 10:00 to 11:00am
Saturday, October 17th from 10:00 to 11:00am
Saturday, October 31st from 10:00 to 11:00am
During office hours (Tue & Thu 9am-3pm & Wed 9am-1pm)

Being Thankful
Finance Thoughts for September
The summer is always a time of lower Church attendance, and therefore
historically lower giving. Now add COVID and physical distancing,
virtual church, and it could have been a disaster. I’m thankful that we
are in a good position due to some unexpected funding, but with some
ongoing concerns.
- Giving has gone down, but not dramatically! (53%
currently vs 67% last year)
- Electronic recurring giving has been a tremendous relief
- Additional giving through online means has aided nontraditional givers
Of Concern is that we are only okay with unexpected funding which
will not be available fully next year
- PPP Loan/Grant
- Technology Grant
- Equitable Compensation Grant to support a full-time
pastors salary (goes down every year)
- Mission Share relief to lower that expense
As you can see above, 27% of our current year’s income may not be
available next year, and our individual giving is a smaller share of the
total than in past years. Our expenses have been down a bit with limited use of the building, but we’re also
keenly aware that the bazaar as we know it cannot happen this year either.
I am truly thankful for all the gifts each of us brings to Wesley Church. Many give of themselves beyond
measure. It is those gifts that will sustain us as we envision what 2021 will bring, what it will offer us as
a Church, and how we well respond to God’s leading, love and Grace.
Dan, Finance Chair
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Hi Everyone!
I would first like to start by saying THANK YOU! It has
been such a successful summer of outreach missions.
In July, we raised funds to support a team lunch for Clinica
Esperanza, a clinic in Providence that is serving their community and is in the frontline of work during the pandemic.
Here is a blurb from the clinic organizer, Morgan:
"Unfortunately, the restaurant wouldn't let us sit at the same table
because of social distancing and gathering restrictions. Thank you
so much to the entire congregation! It was such a special day that let
us spend time together as a team and enjoy a beautiful meal.
Morgan"
Thank you again for helping support this mission. Now, I need YOUR help!
We took a step back in August due to the craziness of summer vacations, school
heading back into session, and lots of Out of Office time! But I would love to
hear from you if you know an organization or group that could benefit from this
program!
Please email the church office. We would love to continue to support and show
our thanks to the communities around us.
Many blessings,
Emma
Check out the below ways to donate:
1. Send a check to the church made out to Wesley UMC and mailed to 55 Woodland
Street Lincoln, RI 02865 - please note "Community Meal Outreach" in the memo
2. Donate online https://checkout.square.site/pay/9bbee159c8c148f483ff89fb571fb74b

Worship Service ~ Sundays at 10:00am
Join us at Wesley UMC on Facebook at: https://www.facebook.com/WesleyUMCLincolnRI2013
Bulletins will be emailed out on Thursday so you can participate at home. You can also
watch the service on You Tube and/or our website: https://wesley-umc.org.
Each first Sunday of the month, we are offering the opportunity to receive
communion between 11:00am and 1:00pm at the church. Pastor Beverly will
set up a table with prefilled consecrated communion servings. A sign up genius
sign up sheet will be emailed out the week prior. (This is only to try to spread
out the amount of people coming so you don’t have a long wait.) If you don’t sign
up or forget to, still come to the church! We welcome all to receive communion.
For more information, please contact the church office.

Celebrating Our 53rd Year in Lincoln!
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Northern RI Food Pantry Donations
For the month of August, the pantry fed a total of 406
families and our contribution of canned fruit helped
fill the need. We collected a total of 320 pounds.

October, it is Peanut
Butter. Yes, 200 jars,
but more is better!

Cereal boxes are being collected for September.
The cut off date to have them at the church is
Wednesday, September 9th. Can we reach 200???

I am very pleased to
share that Valerie has
agreed to co-chair this mission project with me and we
have named it Food Is Love!

The container remains outside the sanctuary and is
checked often for anyone wishing to drop off their
donations. If any questions, please call the church at
724-7954.

Thanks to everyone, we are making a difference in the
community of need.

For those who are curious about the food item for

FOOD IS LOVE!
Valerie and Lynne

Grace Notes
“Talk with each other much about the Lord, quoting psalms and hymns
and singing sacred songs, making music in your hearts to the Lord.”
- Ephesians 5:19, The Living Bible
Does music speak to your heart? Are you looking for a way to explore your faith, to grow closer
to God? Grace Notes may be just what you’re looking for.
Each week we’ll look at a faith song, hymn or contemporary, and related Bible verses, exploring
how the words relate to our life and our faith journey. While we are showing our love for each
other by staying apart due to Covid-19, this will be an individual, self-directed study. This
means there is no required reading or meeting. You can do this any way you like. You can
work on the song when you like, you can skip a week, skip a song if that feels right.
A new song will be added to the website - www.wesley-umc.org - each Monday. If you would
like the study mailed to you or if you have any questions, please contact the church office at
info@wesley-umc.org or 401-724-7954.
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September 2020
Sun

Mon

Tue

Office Hours: Tues & Thurs 9am - 3pm,
Wed 9am - 1pm

Wed
1

Thu

Fri

2

Sat

3

4

5

9

10

11

12

16

17

18

19

25

26

Meaningful

SPRC 630pm

Conversations

7pm

Worship
10:00am

6

7

8
Office closed
Next Chapter
630pm

Worship
10:00am

13

14

Trustees
7pm

Worship
10:00am

20

27

White Fragility
Group 7pm

Finance
630pm
21

White Fragility
Group 7pm

Worship
10:00am

15

Meaningful
Conversations

7pm

22

23

29

30

24

First Day
of Autumn

28

White Fragility
Group 7pm
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